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Principles and Guidelines 
 On March 22, 2013, Council 

on Environmental Quality 
(CEQ) released updated 
Principles and Guidelines 
(P&G) for Federal investments 
in water resources. 

 To view the updated 
Principles and Guidelines, 
please visit: 
www.whitehouse.gov/administration/
eop/ceq/initiatives/PandG  
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CEQ has led the process of modernizing the Principles and Guidelines (P & G) for Water Resources in response to Section 2031, WRDA 2007.   

http://www.whitehouse.gov/administration/eop/ceq/initiatives/PandG
http://www.whitehouse.gov/administration/eop/ceq/initiatives/PandG
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Principles & Requirements and Draft 
Guidelines 

 The updated P&G consist of final Principles & 
Requirements (P&R) that lay out broad principles to 
guide water investments, as well as draft 
Interagency Guidelines for implementing the 
Principles & Requirements. 

 Draft Guidelines will be available for 60 days of 
public comment beginning March 27th. Once the 
Guidelines are finalized, each agency will update its 
procedures as needed to apply the new P&G to their 
agency-specific missions. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Final Guidelines will incorporate feedback from the public and stakeholders before being finalized. 
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Background on Changes 
 P&G are the rules that govern how federal agencies 

assess their water resource development projects and 
activities.   

 New P&G will apply to a wider range of Federal agencies 
and activities, and emphasize more integrated 
approaches. 

 New P&R specify that Federal water resources 
investments shall reflect national priorities, encourage 
economic development and protect the environment. 

 Overall intent is to ensure decision-makers consider a 
more diverse range of benefits and costs associated with 
water resources development proposals.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These Principles were, in the past, limited in application to four agencies – U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Bureau of Reclamation, Tennessee Valley Authority and Natural Resources Conservation Service. In order to increase consistency and comparability in Federal water resources investment decision making across the Federal government, the application of these Principles and supporting documents is hereby expanded to include other relevant projects, programs and activities undertaken by the Environmental Protection Agency, and the Departments of Commerce, the Interior, Agriculture, and Homeland Security (Federal Emergency Management Agency) consistent with statutory authorities as described in the Guidelines1. 
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Federal Objective 
 “The Federal Objective, as set forth in the Water Resources 

Development Act of 2007, specifies that Federal water resources 
investments shall reflect national priorities, encourage economic 
development, and protect the environment by: 
(1) seeking to maximize sustainable economic development; 
(2) seeking to avoid the unwise use of floodplains and flood-prone 

areas and minimizing adverse impacts and vulnerabilities in any 
case in which a floodplain or flood-prone area must be used; and 

(3) protecting and restoring the functions of natural systems and 
mitigating any unavoidable damage to natural systems.” 

 1983 P&G: “Federal objective of water and related land resources 
project planning is to contribute to national economic development 
consistent with protecting the Nation's environment, pursuant to 
national environmental statutes, applicable executive orders, and 
other Federal planning requirements.” 
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Restrictions on USACE 

 New Principles and Requirements align with the 
USACE Civil Works Strategic Plan and its overarching 
goal of Integrated Water Resources Management 
(IWRM).   

 Manager’s Report on Appropriations for FY12 has 
restricted USACE from developing or implementing 
new rules or guidance upon issuance of the revised 
P&G.  Under current Continuing Resolution, this 
funding restriction still applies.   

 The restriction also specifies that the Corps shall 
continue to use the 1983 Water Resources Principles 
and Guidelines during that same period. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Corps will continue delivering water resources solutions to the Nation that enhance the economy and the environment.Here's the actual language from the Manager's reports: Language from the Manager’s Report on Appropriations for FY12 (emphasis added)                                                      Page 802 - Water Resources Principles and Guidelines.-No funds are provided for the line item proposed for Water Resources Principles and Guidelines, as this is considered a new start. No funds provided to the Corps shall be used to develop or implement rules or guidance if an update or replacement to the document dated March 10, 1983, and entitled ''Economic and Environmental Principles and Guidelines for Water and Related Land Resources Implementation Studies'' is finalized during the fiscal year period covered by the Energy and Water Development Act for 2012. The Corps shall continue to use the Water Resources Principles and Guidelines in effect as of the date of enactment of this Act during that same period. The current CR language reads (emphasis added):Such amounts as may be necessary, at a rate for operations as provided in the applicable appropriations Acts for fiscal year 2012 and UNDER THE AUTHORITY AND CONDITIONS PROVIDED IN SUCH ACTS, for continuing projects or activities (including the costs of direct loans and loan guarantees) that are not otherwise specifically provided for in this joint resolution, that were conducted in fiscal year 2012, and for which appropriations, funds, or other authority were made available in the following appropriations Acts: . . . (4) The Energy and Water Development Appropriations Act, 2012 (division B of Public Law 112-74).
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P&R: Climate Change 

D. Risk & Uncertainty 
i. Climate Change. “… projected accelerating 

changes in aquatic systems and sea level 
resulting from a changing climate should 
inform the understanding of water resource 
needs and how these needs can be 
realistically addressed. Analysis of climate 
change impacts should be informed by both 
historical records and models of projected 
future impacts of an altered climate on water 
resources.” 
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P&R: Land Use and Adaptive 
Management 

D. Risk & Uncertainty 
ii. Future Land Use. “Future land use patterns 

should be assessed and analyzed as part of the 
evaluation process….” 
 

iii. Adaptive Management. “… Adaptive 
management measures should be clearly 
identified and evaluated as part of alternative 
actions or strategies in order to further reduce 
uncertainty, particularly when more detailed 
information and better tools are not readily 
available. …” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Future Land Use. Future land use patterns should be assessed and analyzed as part of the evaluation process. The best available data and forecasts should be used to complete an analysis of these uncertain conditions. Future land use patterns should be evaluated based on historical trends and projections. An assessment of any approved local master plan or other land use plans that guide community growth and development should be included in the evaluation in order to promote full disclosure of effects. Adaptive Management. Adaptive management is a deliberate, iterative, and scientific based process of designing, implementing, monitoring, and adjusting an action, measure, or project to reduce uncertainty and maximize one or more goals over time. Adaptive management should be evaluated and incorporated into alternatives where warranted to avoid and minimize adverse impacts on the environment. Adaptive management measures should be clearly identified and evaluated as part of alternative actions or strategies in order to further reduce uncertainty, particularly when more detailed information and better tools are not readily available. Adaptive management approaches should be used to the extent they are commensurate with the significance of the proposed activity and available resources. 
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Draft P&G: Climate Change 

 Development of project-level procedure 
► Forecast future conditions of the study area 

• Because forecasts of future conditions are inherently 
uncertain, degree of uncertainty must be characterized 
(quantitatively and/or qualitatively at the commensurate level 
of detail) for all forecasts. Key assumptions used in the 
forecasts must be explicitly stated. Where uncertainty may 
meaningfully affect the baseline in a manner that could affect 
the investment decision, multiple baselines can be used, 
with a clear explanation of the basis and assumptions 
underlying each. 

• Forecasts of future conditions should account for expected 
changes in hydrologic and other conditions as a result of a 
changing climate when these are likely to be significant. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Forecasts of future conditions should account for expected changes in hydrologic and other conditions as a result of a changing climate when these are likely to be significant. Expected increases in variability in temporal and spatial patterns of precipitation and water availability (e.g.: increased flooding in some areas and water scarcity in other areas) may challenge water resource systems. In addition, inundation of coastal land areas as sea levels rise may pose a long-term threat to water resources infrastructure located in these areas. Forecast of climate changes and analysis of impacts should be informed by both historical records and the best available models of projected future conditions. Consideration of climate related changes to water resources is especially important for projects with relatively long design life as these projects are most likely to experience significant climate related impacts. The forecasts of future conditions should consider the effects of climate change on the water resources in question by applying the best available science. These forecasts should be designed to enable the subsequent evaluation of each alternative’s impacts on ecosystem resilience, the sustainability of critical ecosystem services, and the vulnerability of human and natural systems to climate change. Future land use patterns should also be assessed when forecasting future conditions. Using historical trends, projections, and approved local land use plans will improve transparency and understanding of the long-term effects of a Federal investment in its local or regional context 
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Federal Support Toolbox 
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Building Strong Collaborative Relationships 
for a Sustainable Water Resources Future 

“A Federal Support Toolbox 
of Federal authorities, 
programs, technical tools, 
and scientific and 
management information 
would facilitate Federal 
agencies to support water 
planning across the Nation.” 
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Federal Support Toolbox 

 
Watertoolbox.us 
 
http://rsgisias.crrel.usace.
army.mil/intro/f?p=689:1:0 

 

http://rsgisias.crrel.usace.army.mil/intro/f?p=689:1:0
http://rsgisias.crrel.usace.army.mil/intro/f?p=689:1:0
http://rsgisias.crrel.usace.army.mil/intro/f?p=689:1:0
http://rsgisias.crrel.usace.army.mil/intro/f?p=689:1:0
http://rsgisias.crrel.usace.army.mil/intro/f?p=689:1:0
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National Action Plan: 
Integrated Water Resources 
Management (IWRM) Actions 
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National Action Plan (NAP) 
1. Establish a Planning Process 
2. Improve Water Resources and 

Climate Change  Information for 
Decision making 

3. Strengthen Assessment of 
Vulnerability of Water Resources 
to Climate Change  

4. Expand Water Use Efficiency 
5. Support Integrated Water 

Resources Management (IWRM) 
6. Support Training and Outreach to 

Build Response Capability 
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What is IWRM? 
 Sustainable outcomes — the practice of making decisions and 

taking coordinated actions for outcomes and benefits that use or 
affect current economic, environmental and quality of life resources 
conditions in ways that preserve these resources for future 
generations. 

 Collaborative planning — a  process that avails collaboration to 
secure the input of all stakeholders about their interests and needs. 

 A systems perspective — a systems approach that arrays 
interests and needs as input variables, modeling a system of 
interdependent variables with multiple outputs. 

 A geographic context — a geographic perspective that examines 
who is doing what where at a broad geographic scale, e.g., a river 
basin, watershed or coastal zone. 

 Balanced aims — a process that seeks to balance multiple 
objectives as diverse desired outputs producing multiple benefits. 
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Integrated Water Resources 
Management (IWRM) Actions 

 Action 17: Work with States and interstate 
bodies (e.g., river basin commissions) to 
provide assistance needed to incorporate IWRM 
into their planning and programs, paying 
particular attention to climate change adaptation 
issue. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Action 18: Revise Federal water project planning standards to address climate change. 
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West Maui Watershed Study 
 Focus: Reduce land based 

pollution impacts across the 
watershed that impact 
nearshore waters. 

 Expected Outcome: 
Integrated watershed plan 
that identifies and prioritizes 
actions to be implemented 
across federal, state and local 
jurisdictions and among many 
partners. 

 Designation: US Coral Reef 
Task Force Priority 
Partnership in the Pacific 
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Ohio River Basin Alliance  

Ohio River Basin 
Alliance: a coalition 
of Federal and 
state agencies, 
conservation 
organizations, 
NGOs, universities, 
consultant 
professionals. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Corps’ Great Lakes and Ohio River Division fostered development of a basin coalition of federal, state, regional and local agencies, NGO’s, industry and academia that were collaborating in the Corps’ reconnaissance report. This effort has resulted in formation of the Ohio River Basin Alliance with representation from Federal agencies, states, NGO’s and universities. 
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Integrated Water Resources 
Management (IWRM) Actions 

 Action 19: Work with States to review flood risk 
management and drought management 
planning to identify “best practices” to prepare 
for hydrologic extremes 
► Strengthen coordination among Federal, State, Tribal, 

and local agencies on drought and flood issues 
► Work closely with States to review flood and drought 

planning activities to identify “best practices” that can 
be shared with others 

► Reviewed State Hazard Mitigation Plans (SHMPs) 
and surveyed State officials 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flood Risk Management and Drought Management:NAP aim is to improve coordination among levels of government to reduce vulnerability to hydrologic extremes:	Identify the degree of coordination between flood and drought management,Identify cooperative efforts with Federal agencies (e.g. Silver Jackets),Identify the extent to which new information concerning hydrologic variations is reflected in plans, and Identify innovative or especially useful planning or coordination mechanisms. Adaptive ManagementUSACE-led technical team is underway to inventory existing “adaptive management” practices and policies in the Federal agencies.
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Integrated Water Resources 
Management (IWRM) Actions 

 Action 20: Develop benchmarks for incorporating 
adaptive management into water project designs, 
operational procedures, and planning strategies 

 Technical team 
► USACE, DOI (USGS), USDA (Forest Service, NRCS), 

EPA, NOAA 
 Products 

► Inventory of existing “adaptive management” practices 
and policies in Federal government 

► Recommendations for wider application of adaptive 
management strategies  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flood Risk Management and Drought Management:NAP aim is to improve coordination among levels of government to reduce vulnerability to hydrologic extremes:	Identify the degree of coordination between flood and drought management,Identify cooperative efforts with Federal agencies (e.g. Silver Jackets),Identify the extent to which new information concerning hydrologic variations is reflected in plans, and Identify innovative or especially useful planning or coordination mechanisms. Adaptive ManagementUSACE-led technical team is underway to inventory existing “adaptive management” practices and policies in the Federal agencies.
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Questions, Suggestions, Next Steps? 

Federal agencies want to “plan” and “study” and 
“recommend” but not “fund” and “do.” 
 - State official 

j.rolf.olsen@usace.army.mil 

mailto:j.rolf.olsen@usace.army.mil
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